Este articulo es el primero de una serie dedicada a las relaciones entre autoria femenina y la noci6n de lugar/espacio en la literatura estadounidense. Se presenta un panorama general a fin de Place and space are components of human reality at its most fundamental level. InThe Poetics of Space, Gaston Bachelard affirms that our home is "our first universe, a real cosmos in every sense of the word" (1994:4). We construct a personal identity not only for and within ourselves, but inevitably grounded in our context, at the same time that the environment constmcts us. When a person appears to have a clear sense of self and to cope effectively with everyday reality, we even say s/he is "grounded," as though that primal connection to the earth were a requisite for dealing with life optimally. Folk wisdom is full of references to the importance of place in our everyday lives, for example, in sayings such as "there's no place like home" and "home is where the heart is." The relationships among literature, place and space are as varied and complex as they are ubiquitous. For example, formalist critics examine "setting" as a fundamental element of prose, a key aspect of creating meaning through structure, while historicists affirm that not only are the spacial and temporal coordinates of human action inevitably entrwined, but also that it is impossible for the writer, the critic, and
ln Sensational Designs, critic Jane Tompkins asserts that when literary texts are seen "not as the ineffable products ofgenuis but as the bearers ofa set ofnational, social, economic, institutional, and professional interests" their stature is perceived as "less the result of their indisputable excellence than the product of historical contingencies" (xii). She proposes a "redefinition of literature and literary study [., .which] sees literary texts not as works of art embodying enduring themes in complex forms," but rather as "powerful examples of the way a culture thinks about itself, articulating and proposing solutions for the problems that shape a particular historical moment" (xi). This is precisely what she defines as "the cultural work of fiction," that is, the ways in which authors and literary texts both manifest and interact with their cultural context. Changing the critical focus not surprisingly may bring to light a significantly different set of issues, or result in seeing previously identified issues in significantly innovative ways. This is true of both cultural and aesthetic valuations, which leads Tompkins to emphasize "the relationship between aesthetic value and the text's historical existence": "The text succeeds or fails on the basis of its 'fit' with the features of its immediate context, on the degree to which it provokes the desired response, and not in relation to unchanging formal, psychological, or philosophical standards of complixity, or truth, or correctness" (xviii). It is within the context of acknowledging that the historical conditions "are not external to the systems of valuation that they modify, but are themselves articulated within them " (195) that (470) . The population shift from rural to urban gave rise to one of regionalism's most treasured illusions, one which has become a classic theme of U.S. literature in general: nostalgia for the loss of a more innocent, fulfilling life which is perceived as being epitomized in a rural lifestyle defined by humans in harmony with each other and with their environment. Amy Kaplan (1991: 242) has suggested the regionalist writers'creative obsession with the past (real or imagined) indicates a "willed amnesia about founding conflicts, while they reinvent multiple and contested pasts to claim as the shared origin of national identity". She also reinforces the significance of post-Civil War territorial expansion in both the sociopolitical and literary imaginations: the U.S. was "in the process of securing the continental borders that now define it, through a series of 'forgotten'Indian wars," a situation which lead writers to "explore past and present borders and frontiers to imagine a community through exclusion as much as inclusion" (242) . The dramatic changes which took place after the Civil War reinforced as issues some very fundamental dichotomies: local-national. individualcollectivity, rural-urban, and agricultural-industrial, among others, all of which were basic concerns of authors of the period.
Another important aspect of U.S. society during the latter half of the nineteenth century was its penchant for social reform movements. Acording to critic Philip Brian Harper, "forernost in national debate during the period are abolitionism, feminism, agrarian protest, and industrial labor conditions" (216). Harper to a dollar or fifty cents" (Wood 1971:33) . Wood suggests that U.S. women authors were attracted to writing in part because of its business potential, which offered them the possibility not only of self-support and independence, but also of enjoying the professional status and privileges previously available only to men. She also asserts that the general process of increasing professionalization which took place in the nineteenth century tended to exclude women from other professions, at the same time that after the Civil War women fought for increased participation in all professional fields. According to Michael Bell, the issue of authorship was further complicated by changing social perceptions of the status of the writer from "a type of greatness" to "simply" a profession, and complicated even more by society's questioning the manhood of the male author as women began to dominate the market (27 -9 point is the insertion of "regionalism" and "local color" within this social and literary context of "realism."
Rather paradoxically, both "regionalism" and "local color" have ben used not only to designate a specific period of U.S. literary development but also to identify a type of literature.
As a period, they are generally understood to refer to the decades ofthe 1880s and 1890s, but it is not uncommon for the beginnings to be extended to "post-Civil War" (1865) Regionalists: "white men did not write the same kinds of regional texts that some white women or some members of minority groups did t...]. In using the term 'regionalism' to describe the body of literature collected here, we are aware that we may be more selfconscious about the connections between these texts than were the writers themselves" (xi). Fetterley and Bryse assert that regionalist writers did not necessarily differentiate between their own writing and that of their contemporaries, at the same time that they affirm that "in practice" regionalists did differentiate themselves from local colorists "primarily in their desire not to hold up regional characters to potential ridicule by eastern urban readers but rather to present regional experience from within, so as to engage the reader's sympathy and identification" (xii). All regionalist and local color literature emphasizes physical setting as a determinant element and concerns itself with the relationships between self and place (home, community, region). Among the major factors sometimes identified as significantly differentiating the two forms are those of narrative perspective and participation, authorial tone and intention, the relationships between character and setting, and the role of fiction as both manifestation of and response to changes in the context. According to Diana Campbell, She suggests that local color writers depict a "doubly distanced golden age" by constituting the past in two parts: "a peaceful golden age of prosperity, projected as always absent from and prior to the second era, the hard times that characterize the recent past," thus fomenting "the reassuring myth that despite the upheavals of the Civil War and increasing industrialization, as well as the threat of immigration, a set of simple, enduring values and an age of moral certainty still existed with the isolated villages described in local color fiction" (20-1). According to Campbell, local color fiction "celebrates the preservation, through writing, of the lives of humble, ordinary people in an environment threatened by time, change, Kaplan also agrees with Campbell that although "region" often "first appears as the projection of a desire for a space outside of history [...] this projection is always challenged by a counter story and a prior history" (1991: 252) . This concept of regionalist writing as "allegories of desire" is precisely what allows it to be perceived both as separatist and as centralizing, depending upon the ideological position of the critic.
In Breaking Boundaries: New Perspective on Women's Regional Writing, editors Sherry Inness and Diana Royer present a contrasting view of regional riction ur u kind of writing which "highlights cultural and geographical differences" and "allows its practitioners a decentered perspective of the dominant culture's values t...1 twhichl lies at the heart of the power [it] has to critique society's values" (2). In emphasizing differences, they join critic David Jordan in assertng that "it has become clear that regionalism is more than just nostalgic 'local color,' but that it comprises a dynamic interplay of political, cultural, and psychological forces" (qtd. In Inness 2). Like Judith Fetterley and Marjorie Pryse, they examine how regionalist literary conventions, such as the use of simple stock characters, local dialect and customs, and geographical settings, go beyond mere descriptive representation to more fundamental issues of identity, narratology, gender, and ideology.
Fetterley and Pryse, however, insistently differentiate between regionalist and local color writing. According to them, the narrator of a regionalist text does not distance him/herself from the inhabitants of the region, as is the case in "local color" fiction: "The regionalist narrator empowers the voice of regional characters, viewing them as agents of their own lives, rather than undermining them with the ironic perspective characteristic of 'local color writing," [...] [which] fosters an empathic connection between the reader of the work and the lives the work depicts" (xvii). Kaplan points out that although "regional inhabitants could also be rendered as exotically other," their exoticness was "more familiar and less threatening" than the foreignness of the "feared flood of immigrants" (1991: 251) . Fetterley and Pryse see local colorists as characterized by a narrative perspective "defined as superior to and outside of the region of the fiction" which exploits that region "often to entertain and satisfy the curiosity" of eastern urban readers (xii). Ann Petry, however, asserts . This conscientious representation of the details of daily lives, however, lead Frank Norris, among others, to make the following sarcastic remarks (which literally address realism, but are directed towards local color fiction): "Realism is minute, it is the drama of a broken teacup, the tragedy of a walk down the block, the excitement of an afternoon call, the adventure of an invitation to dinner [...] .
Realism bows upon the doormat and goes away and says to me, as we link arrns on the sidewalk:
'That is life"' (qtd. in Campbell4). In a similar vein, Sinclair Lewis, in his well-known Nobel Prize speech in 1930, criticized such "tea-table gentility" and Howells' defense of it as follows: "Mr. Howells was one of the gentlest, sweetest, and most honest of men, but he had the code of a pious old maid whose greatest delight was to have tea at the vicarage" (qtd. in Campbell 5).
It is in such observations as those given above that the intimate connections between gender and literary judments become most obvious. As suggested previously, women authors were unconditionally the best-selling authors of the mid-and late-nineteenth century in the U.S., to the point that Nathaniel Hawthorne, in a manly fit of pique, once described them as "that damned mob of scribblin' women." In the same manner that many see realism as a reaction towards Sentimentalism and Romanticism, the naturalism which followed regionalist and realistic literature has been perceived by some as a rejection of "local color's self-impsed limitations of style, form, and subject, and with them, the 'feminine' values at the heart of the movement" (Campbell 7). Campbell Feminist critics have tended both to perceive and to evaluate regionalist and local color writing (especially that of women) dift'erently. In "sentimentalism, Naturalism, and the Female Regionalist," critic Elaine Apthorp praises the female local colorists for their acceptance that "human perception is inevitably subjective-the product of creative interaction between the senses and the soul, between data and desire" "nd for their belief that "human beings create their worlds, and that it is in our power to bridge these worlds in healing ways [...] through a kind of intersubjectivity, empathy, or sympathetic imagination" (11). In "Distilling Essences: Regionalism and 'Women's Culture', Marjorie Pryse suggests that women "discovered the strategies of regionalism as a 'hearth' or source of literary authority that gave them a literary 'home" (12). In "The Literature of Impoverishment," Ann Wood affirms that women local colorists implicitly praised "the richness of womanhood and the plenitude of their resources" by concentrating on "domestic feminine virtues" (9), and that for them, "the act of writing offered [...] unavoidably "an attempt to specify what critical assumptions lie behind the process of drawing inferences from these texts that have led us to propose that the texts form a coherent tradition" (2). Regionalism's divergent faces paradoxically stretch from the conservative to the subversive, the mundane to the sublime, the ordinary to the extraordinary, in representing the multiple cultural visions. They run the gamut from fomenting an oxymoronic national identity of diversity to challenging this identity by opening spaces and inventing alternatives. Perhaps the only truly shared premise among those who participate in literary regionalism--whether as writers, readers, publishers, or critics-is that "place" is inherently political, whether explicitly acknowledged as such or not, in that it both constitutes and is constituent of human reality. 
